Theoretical basis of one-dimensional genome scanning: a direct method to identify the site of a mutation.
Genome scanning is a technique designed to uncover a net genetic difference between otherwise identical DNA samples. As such, it can be used to directly identify the site of a gene mutation, facilitating the cloning of DNA fragments from that site. Unlike other conventional positional cloning methods, one-dimensional genome scanning does not require prior knowledge of the location of the gene or mutation nor does it require closely linked markers. Rather, this method can directly identify the site of a net genomic change, such as a deletion or duplication caused by a mutation. Thus, the genome scanning method can be used in place of classic positional cloning strategies because prior positioning or mapping of the objective gene is unnecessary. By using this approach, we have identified and cloned a DNA fragment duplicated in the p(un) mutation of the mouse pink-eyed dilution locus (Brilliant et al., Science 1991, 252, 566-569). However, no other similar attempt using one-dimensional genome scanning has been reported so far, in spite of the simplicity of the procedure and its success in identifying and ultimately characterizing the pink-eyed dilution gene of the mouse. The lack of other reports of its success are perhaps not because of the practical difficulties of this method, but may be due to the false presumption that the probability for directly identifying the mutation site using genome scanning is extremely low. The theoretical probability was calculated and is presented here.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)